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Abstract—Scheduling of tasks on a multi-machine system to reduce the makespan, while satisfying the precedence constraints between the tasks, is known to be an NP-hard problem. We propose a new formulation and show that energy-aware scheduling is a generalization of the minimum makespan scheduling problem. Taking the system graph and program graph as inputs, we propose three different algorithms for energy-aware scheduling, each of them having its own strengths and limitations. The first is a genetic algorithm (Plain GA) that searches for an energy reducing schedule. The second (CA + GA) uses cellular automata (CA) to generate low energy schedules, while using a genetic algorithm (GA) to find good rules for the CA. The third (EAH) is a heuristic which gives preference to high-efficiency machines in allocation. We have tested our algorithms on well-known program graphs and compared our results with other state-of-the-art scheduling algorithms, which confirms the efficacy of our approach. Our work also gives insight into the time-energy trade-offs in scheduling.

Note to Practitioners—in today’s world of large systems and energy shortages, the need for energy efficiency in individual machines is complemented by the need for energy awareness in the use of the complete system. One important aspect of this is for proper scheduling of tasks to minimize the energy consumption in carrying out a program of tasks over a system of machines. Our work is to find an energy-aware schedule for a given system that also satisfies the precedence constraints between tasks to be performed by the system. We propose three different algorithms for energy-aware scheduling and indicate their strengths and limitations. We show that the energy-aware scheduling problem is a generalization of the minimum makespan scheduling problem. The assumptions made by us in this paper are close to practical settings, as we consider both the power required for task execution as well as the power dissipation of machines when idle. Our model is generic and can describe many distributed systems from different domains. We have validated our algorithms with simulations of systems with different numbers of machines, with some standard program graphs. Our results support the intuition that there can be energy-minimal schedules that are not time-minimal, and give scope for further work on energy-time trade-offs.

Index Terms—Cellular automata (CA), distributed systems, energy-aware scheduling, genetic algorithms (GA), learning algorithms, machine learning, makespan.

I. INTRODUCTION

T RADITIONAL thinking on the subject of scheduling has been concerned almost entirely with reducing the time taken to complete tasks. However, from the perspective of sustainability, it is perhaps even more fruitful to ask how to schedule tasks on a system of connected but dissimilar machines in such a way that the total energy consumed is kept low. The latter problem has yet to be addressed in as great detail as the former; though there are some efforts to build energy-aware algorithms and protocols in particular domains (especially, computer processors and networks), there is a need for a general theory of energy-efficient system scheduling that is not specific to a particular domain. Using systems in an energy-efficient way, and understanding the basic limits of energy-aware scheduling, still needs a lot of research. Efficiency can only be achieved by proper scheduling of required tasks over many machines, but even with the simplest case of a two-machine system, scheduling a parallel program is an NP-complete problem [2]. Hence, obtaining optimum schedules for systems with many machines is a challenging open problem.

Calculation of a near-optimal schedule when multiple machines or resources are present is a very important problem in operations research and computer science. This problem is most commonly referred to as job shop scheduling [3], [4]. Energy-aware scheduling can be seen as a variant of job shop scheduling with the optimization criterion being the minimization of total energy usage of the system, rather than its makespan (time to completion of a set of tasks). Its applications potentially include scheduling tasks in industrial process systems, scheduling cargo airline flights to reduce fuel consumption, and assigning elementary tasks in a multiprocessor system. In a world that is increasingly looking for green solutions for the future, increasing energy efficiency by intelligent allocation of tasks is most welcome. One major field which is waiting for energy-efficient scheduling solutions is distributed computing. According to a report [5], servers operate most of the time at between 10% and 50% of their maximum utilization levels. Hence, a good scheduling algorithm can increase the energy efficiency significantly.

Apart from the computing industry, scheduling is a widely known and well-studied problem in the chemical and other industries. Jobs in such industrial settings can be divided into elementary tasks. Tasks have to follow precedence constraints while there is scope for parallelization of some tasks. This gives an excellent opportunity to increase overall efficiency by proper scheduling. Munawar et al. [6] propose an algorithm for cyclic scheduling of continuous multi-product plants operating in a...
hybrid flow-shop. An integrated multilevel, control-theoretic framework has also been proposed for effectively handling integration of planning, scheduling, and rescheduling by Munawar and Gudi [7]. A survey of scheduling algorithms used in chemical industry plants is presented by Zhou et al. [8].

It is well known that energy-aware scheduling is of practical interest in data centers [9]–[11], chip-level scheduling [12]–[14], and grid computing [15]–[18]. In the chemical process industry, techniques such as cycle-time analysis [19] are commonly applied, but energy-aware scheduling as such has not been applied to a significant degree, though energy consumption is a primary concern for the industry. Thus, the formulations introduced in this paper are useful additions to the set of methods [20], [21] already applied in chemical engineering.

Better scheduling can increase the overall efficiency and profitability of any process industry [22]. There are a lot of scheduling products available for scheduling in plants, such as the Model Enterprise Optimal Single-Site Scheduler [23], the Aspen Plant Scheduler [24], etc. These schedulers take a lot of things into consideration, like costs associated with the use of equipment, inventories, changeovers, labor, energy, utilities, etc., as objectives as well as constraints. Industries with chemical plants, fabrication units, and other process plants, however, have energy as one of the most significant inputs, which current scheduling products do not directly take into account, partly on account of the lack of a suitable theoretical framework. (A review of schedule optimization techniques used in any batch processing plant is given by Mendez et al. [25].) Hence, an algorithmic framework which can be used to assess schedules according to energy requirements and related constraints of the system, can be of great use to these process plants, and in related scheduling products.

A. Background

From the historical perspective, makespan scheduling is an important problem and lots of work has been done in its regard in various domains, using many different approaches. Many heuristic-based methods have been employed for scheduling (for example, list scheduling [26] and critical-path-based heuristics [27]), but most of them are sequential in nature. Some limitations of sequential scheduling algorithms are their sensitivity to scheduling parameters, lack of scalability, and determinism. Due to these limitations, they are generally not able to reach close enough to the optimum solution. Parallel scheduling methods have given a new outlook to this problem, but there is yet a lot of space for research and development [28].

Many stochastic global search techniques have been used in the field of parallel scheduling. These stochastic global search techniques combined with some heuristics have been successfully applied for makespan scheduling. Some of the successful heuristics include genetic algorithms (GAs) [29], [30], neural networks [31], simulated annealing [32], [33], and ant colony optimization [34], [35]. Though such methods have often produced good results, they have the drawback of requiring large scheduling overheads. Scheduling overhead is the computational cost on the system for finding a schedule dynamically. Since a new schedule has to be designed for any new program graph while the system remains the same, some properties remain common among different schedules. Generally, stochastic search algorithms do not try to take advantage of this fact and instead search for a schedule from scratch.

To reduce the scheduling overhead by taking advantage of this property, the use of cellular automata (CA) [36], [37] was proposed by Seredynski and Zomaya [38] to find schedules with reduced makespan. Their work uses genetic algorithms to learn the rules for CA, and proposes sequential as well as parallel update rules for an irregular CA. Swiecicka et al. [39] extend the method by adding an artificial immune system (AIS) technique to the method proposed by Seredynski and Zomaya [38]. Swiecicka et al. [39] use linear CA in place of the irregular automata of Seredynski and Zomaya [38]. Another method which uses irregular CA is proposed by Ghafarian et al. [40], who use ant colony optimization techniques to learn the rules of their CA. The methods tried to date which have used CA for scheduling have only concentrated on optimizing for total execution time.

Energy-aware scheduling of distributed systems is a relatively seldom explored area though one of much current interest. Liu et al. [41] present a method for power-aware scheduling under timing-constraints, but their system assumes only one particular machine for one class of tasks, and hence does not require parallel scheduling of tasks. Artigues et al. [42] apply tree searches for finding schedules under energy constraints in industrial applications. Scheduling overhead is usually not a concern in industrial scheduling problems, hence the method presented in their paper does not optimize for the scheduling overhead. Wang et al. [43] propose a method for energy-efficient scheduling of a uni-machine system under thermal constraints. A system could fail if its peak temperature exceeds its thermal constraints; higher temperatures may also lead to higher leakage power consumption. Their method performs thermal management to minimize the energy consumption in dynamic voltage/speed scaling (DVS) machines. Chan et al. [44] propose a technique for scheduling for weighted flow time and energy graphs, which includes the scope for rejecting some tasks for overall optimality. Lee and Zomaya [45] propose a framework in which many factors can be taken into consideration for energy-efficient operation of large-scale distributed systems.

A recent anthology edited by Zomaya and Lee [46] covers various issues in energy-efficient computing, from chip-level energy reduction approaches such as DVFS, to larger analyses applicable to data centers and smart grids. However, this book does not study energy-aware scheduling as such in much depth, and only basic algorithms like Greedy-Min and Greedy-Max (mentioned later) are considered on occasion.

B. Our Work

This paper formulates the energy-aware scheduling problem considering task dependencies and idle power consumption of machines, shows that the same is a generalization of the makespan scheduling problem, and presents three methods to find a good schedule which reduces the total energy consumption by a system, given the system configuration and the tasks to be completed by it.

The inputs to our algorithms are the system graph, the program graph, and the power specifications of the machines. The
system graph specifies the connections between the machines of the system. The machines of the system are the units which perform the tasks. The program graph specifies the execution times and precedence relationships of the tasks. The power consumptions of all machines while working as well as while idle are also to be specified as inputs to our algorithms. The aim of our algorithms is to assign each task to a resource such that all the tasks are completed with a low overall energy expenditure.

The first algorithm which we present (Plain GA) is a genetic algorithm, thus is basically a search method. Genetic algorithms have been used for makespan scheduling [47], [48].

In the second algorithm (CA + GA), we use CA for calculating energy-aware schedules. CA [36], [37] are collections of cells on a grid of specified shape that evolve through a number of discrete time steps according to a set of rules based on the states of neighboring cells. CA form highly parallel and distributed systems of single, locally interacting units which are able to produce a global behavior. CA can be used to emulate the properties of real-life systems. Hence, schedules for real-life systems can be found, with some scheduling overheads, using CA.

To solve the scheduling problem using CA, the system graph and program graph are first mapped to the CA domain. With some initial random schedules and rules, CA evolve to give better schedules. We use a GA to search for better rules for the CA that computes schedules, as has been done previously by others [38], [39]. As the generations in the GA progress, we keep improving on the schedules to have lesser energy consumption. Unlike previous works which also use GAs for finding rules of the CA or schedules, we also preserve good schedules found in previous generations, and improve upon them if possible to get better energy efficiency over successive generations.

The third algorithm (EAH) is based on a heuristic which tries to assign tasks to the most efficient machines available at the time of execution of the tasks. It is very fast but as it is based on a heuristic, it faces the same limitations as do other heuristic algorithms elsewhere.

We have tested our algorithms on program graphs which are most commonly used by researchers in this field for testing their algorithms. We have formulated the energy-aware scheduling problem in a very generic manner. Our results give insights into the time-energy trade-offs found in many systems—such as how, as we increase the number of machines, the energy consumption may also increase while the makespan may decrease. The insights given by our results can enable system designers or users to choose the appropriate numbers of resources they want in their systems, or the correct schedules, depending on the desired balance between makespan and energy.

Thus, the salient features of our work are as follows.

1) The system model used here is very close to the behavior of practical systems, as we have considered both the power required for task execution as well as the power dissipation of machines when idle, which is not the case in prior works on energy-aware scheduling. The power consumptions of various machines are considered to be different and independent of other machines.

2) Our approach is generic as it can be applied on various types of systems, from large car manufacturing or chemical processing units to distributed computing systems.

3) Most works in scheduling deal with very few (2–4) machines. We have shown simulation experiments with eight machines and our approach is further extensible to even larger numbers of machines.

4) The system graph used in our simulations is a mesh connected graph which is common across almost all the contemporary and prior works in this field, but our method has the capability to deal with any general system graph which may or may not be mesh connected.

5) We present three algorithms for energy-aware computations of schedules. We compare the strengths, limitations, and computation costs of each algorithm. Any one of these algorithms can be used in a particular domain of application, depending upon the requirements of the same.

A formal definition of the problem considered in this paper is presented in Section II. The proposed methods are explained in Section III. Section IV illustrates the results observed by simulating the proposed method on standard program graphs. Finally, Section V describes the conclusion and scope for future work.

II. ENERGY-AWARE SCHEDULING

The scheduling problem is generally modeled using a system graph and a program graph. The input to our algorithm are the system graph, the program graph, and the power specifications of the machines in the system.

The basic aim of our algorithm is to assign each task to a machine such that all the set of all tasks is completed with minimum possible energy expenditure; this is calculated by the fitness function which is a mapping from each schedule to the energy consumed by it.

The next section formally introduces the model used for scheduling in this paper.

A. System Model

Our model comprises of a system graph, a program graph, and machine specifications.

System Graph: A system is represented by an undirected unweighted graph, called the system graph. Here, \( V_c \) is the set of nodes of the system graph representing machines with their local memories. The cardinality \(|V_c| = N_c\) specifies the number of machines in the system. Edges represent channels between machines and defines a topology of the multi-machine system. In our simulations, we assumed the topology to be a fully connected mesh topology with \( N_c = 2, 4, 8 \).

Fig. 1 shows an example of a system graph with four nodes, with \( V_c = \{C_1, C_2, C_3, C_4\} \) as machines which are connected in a mesh topology with bidirectional links. The machines of the system are the actual units which perform tasks. The system graph specifies the connections between the machines of the system. It is assumed in our work that communication links themselves do not consume any power.

Program Graph: A parallel program is represented by a weighted directed acyclic graph \( G_p = (V_p, E_p) \), called a precedence task graph or a program graph. In the program graph:
Fig. 1. System graph example: Mesh topology with four nodes.

Fig. 2. Program graph example: Weights of nodes and edges are given by numbers along them. The precedence constraints are specified by the directions of the edges.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( i )</td>
<td>task ( i ) in program graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( w(i) )</td>
<td>weight of node ( i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l(i,j) )</td>
<td>weight of edge connecting ( i ) and ( j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C(i) )</td>
<td>machine that is assigned task ( i )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- \( \mathcal{V}_p \) is the set of nodes of the graph where each node represents an elementary task. The cardinality \( |\mathcal{V}_p| = N_p \) specifies the number of elementary tasks in the program.

- \( \mathcal{E}_p \) is the set of edges which specifies the precedence between the tasks.

The program graph specifies the execution times and precedence relationships of the elementary tasks.

The weight of a node represents the execution cost of the corresponding task, and the weight on an edge shows the transfer cost between two tasks if they are located at different machines. If they are located on the same machine then the transfer cost is taken as zero. The weight \( w(i) \) of node \( i \) describes the processing time needed to complete task \( i \) in a program graph. The weight \( l(i,j) \) of an edge \( \{i,j\} \) describes the communication time between the pair of tasks \( i \) and \( j \). If \( i \) and \( j \) are on then same machine then it is 0. \( C(i) \) denotes the machine that is assigned task \( i \) in a given schedule. Fig. 2 shows a small example of a program graph with weights of nodes and edges.

Table I describes various parameters of a program graph.

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \mu(C_u) )</td>
<td>Power consumption in working state by machine ( C_u )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k\mu(C_u) )</td>
<td>Power consumption in idle state by machine ( C_u ), here ( 0 \leq k \leq 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_e(C_u) )</td>
<td>Time taken in working state by machine ( C_u )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_i(C_u) )</td>
<td>Time taken in idle state by machine ( C_u )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Power Specifications:** The power consumptions of each machine in working as well as idle states are to be specified as inputs. The power consumption in the working state of machine \( C_u \) is denoted by \( \mu(C_u) \) and the power consumption in the idle state of machine \( C_u \) is given by \( k\mu(C_u) \), where \( 0 < k < 1 \). If \( k = 0 \) it means the machine is effectively switched off when not under load, and thus does not consume any power when idle. If \( k = 1 \) it means that in the idle state with no load also the machine consumes 100% of its full-load power. \( \tau_e(C_u) \) is the time spent in the working state by machine \( C_u \), and the time spent in the idle state by machine \( C_u \) is denoted by \( \tau_i(C_u) \).

The total energy consumption of the system of all machines is denoted by \( E \) and the total time taken by the system to complete a set of tasks is denoted by \( T \).

**Fitness Function:** The aim of scheduling is to assign each node of the program graph (i.e., a task) to a node in the system graph (i.e., a machine). In this paper, we describe approaches to find schedules which reduce the total energy consumption of the system, given the power specifications (power requirements) of each machine of the system, the system graph \( G_s \), and the program graph \( G_p \).

Suppose the power consumption specifications of the system are as indicated in Table II.

The total energy consumption of the system is given by

\[
E = \sum_{n=1}^{N_u} \left[ \mu(C_n)\tau_e(C_n) + k\mu(C_n)\tau_i(C_n) \right].
\]  

(1)

Hence, our aim is to find a schedule which minimizes the total energy \( E \) as given by (1). As previously discussed, the classical scheduling problem which is similar to energy-aware scheduling is minimum makespan scheduling, where \( T \) rather than \( E \) is minimized. In the following section, we describe how the makespan scheduling problem is related to energy-aware scheduling.

**B. Minimum Makespan Scheduling Versus Energy-Aware Scheduling**

Makespan scheduling aims to minimize the total time in which all tasks are finished. It has been studied extensively by many researchers for several decades. If the power specifications of all machines in a system are the same, then the minimum-energy problem can be reduced to that of calculating the minimum total execution time for a given program of tasks, since the minimum time then corresponds to minimum energy. The proof of this claim is presented next.
Considering the power consumptions of all the machines to be the same, i.e., \( \mu(C_1) = \mu(C_2) = \mu(C_3) = \cdots = \mu(C_{N_c}) = \mu(C) \), (1) becomes
\[
E' = \sum_{n=1}^{N_c} \left[ \mu(C) \tau_c(C_n) + k \mu(C) \tau_l(C_n) \right]
\]
\[
= \mu(C) \sum_{n=1}^{N_c} \tau_c(C_n) + k \tau_l(C_n). \tag{3}
\]

Now, let the total time be \( T \), where
\[
T = \tau_c(C_n) + \tau_l(C_n). \tag{4}
\]

Substituting \( \tau_l(C_n) = T - \tau_c(C_n) \) in (2), we get
\[
E' = \mu(C) \sum_{n=1}^{N_c} \left[ \tau_c(C_n) + k[T - \tau_c(C_n)] \right]
\]
\[
= \mu(C) \sum_{n=1}^{N_c} \left[ (1 - k) \tau_c(C_n) + kT \right]
\]
\[
= \mu(C) \left[ (1 - k) \sum_{n=1}^{N_c} \tau_c(C_n) + N_c kT \right]. \tag{5}
\]

The term \( \sum_{n=1}^{N_c} \tau_c(C_n) \) signifies the sum of the times taken for all tasks. Since the number of tasks and the weights associated with them are constant, their sum is also constant. Hence, we replace \( \sum_{n=1}^{N_c} \tau_c(C_n) \) in (4) by a constant \( \eta \)
\[
E' = \mu(C) \left[ (1 - k) \eta + N_c kT \right]
\]
\[
= \mu(C) \left[ (1 - k) \eta + \mu(C) N_c kT \right]. \tag{6}
\]

The first term in (9) is constant, and in the second term all variables except \( T \) are fixed. Hence, (9) can only be optimized over the variable \( T \) which signifies the total makespan of the schedule, reducing the energy-aware scheduling problem to the makespan scheduling problem.

Therefore, if the power specifications of all system machines are the same, then the minimum-energy problem reduces to that of calculating the minimum total execution time for a given program of tasks, since the minimum time corresponds to minimum power. Our proposed techniques consider the general case where machines have different energy requirements, hence provide a solution with energy awareness. The next section explains our proposed methods in detail.

III. PROPOSED METHODS FOR ENERGY-AWARE SCHEDULING

We propose three methods for energy-aware scheduling. Each of these has its own strengths. In this section, we explain these methods in detail. We first explain the genetic algorithm method.

A. Genetic Algorithm for Energy-Aware Scheduling (Plain GA)

A GA \([49]–[51]\) is a heuristic for search, mimicking the natural evolution process. In a GA, a population of strings encoding candidate solutions evolves towards better solutions, using mutation and crossover functions. The evolution usually starts from a random population of individuals and happens over multiple generations. In each generation, the fitness of every individual in the population is evaluated, multiple individuals are stochastically selected from the current population (based on their fitness), and modified (recombined and possibly randomly mutated) to form a new population. The new population is then used in the next iteration of the algorithm. Commonly, the algorithm terminates when either a maximum number of generations of candidate solutions is completed, or a satisfactory fitness level is reached for the population.

GAs have been used for makespan scheduling with good success \([47], [48]\). We present a method which instead uses this power of GAs to find energy-reducing schedules.

We first map the energy-aware scheduling problem to the GA domain. Since a GA finds the strings which have good fitness values, we model schedules as strings and the energy values of the strings by the fitness function. Hence, a string in GA is a vector of length equal to the number of nodes in the program graph. Each element in that vector represents the machine corresponding to that node. The parents for mutation and crossover are chosen on the basis of the energies of the schedules in the current generation. A schedule is more likely to be chosen as a parent if its rank (in terms of lower energy consumption) is better than others. The mutation rule uses a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and a variance, which reduces the number of generations. The crossover is random, in the sense that it arbitrarily chooses the portions from the first and second parent. The search space of a GA depends upon the number of machines as well as the number of elementary tasks in the program graph. The total number of possible solutions in a GA-based method is \(N_p^{N_c}\).

In the next section, we explain our second proposed algorithm which uses a cellular automaton and a GA to find energy-aware schedules.

B. Cellular Automata Method for Energy-Aware Scheduling (CA + GA)

We use the framework of CA to solve the stated scheduling problem. But to solve the scheduling problem using CA, the system graph and program graph have to be first mapped to the CA domain. An elementary task of the program is mapped to a cell in the CA space. The state of the cell specifies the machine to which the task is assigned. Initially, a random assignment of tasks is created. Then, according to the rules and the neighborhood, the CA evolves successively to reach a state which gives a better schedule. We use a GA to find the CA rules which, in turn, generate better schedules. In the process of finding better rules, we also keep improving upon the schedules across GA generations.

The detailed architecture of this method is explained in Section III-B1. The algorithm for energy-aware scheduling is described in Section III-B2. The selection of the neighborhood and the rules are critical to finding a good solution with minimal scheduling overhead. Section III-B3 describes the cellular automaton algorithm and the method for selecting the
neighborhood. The learning of rules and the finding of a good schedule are explained in Section III-B4.

1) Architecture: There are four major building blocks in our architecture. The block diagram in Fig. 3 presents the architecture of our method. The four blocks named initializer, CA module, genetic algorithm, and analyzer, represented by dotted lines, are as described next.

- **INITIALIZER**: This takes the program graph and the system graph as inputs. A MAPPER in the INITIALIZER maps the system graph with the program graph, which enables the INITIALIZER to generate initial random schedules and also initial random rules for the CA MODULE. When the algorithm starts for the first time, these schedules and rules are used to initialize the current set of schedules and the current set of rules, respectively.

- **CA MODULE**: The inputs to the CA MODULE are schedules and rules, which are taken from the current schedules and current population of rules, respectively. The CA algorithm evolves upon the current schedules using the current set of rules. There are $s$ schedules, each of which is acted on by $r$ rules, so there are $s \times r$ output schedules. (For details of how the cellular automaton evolves, refer Section III-B3.)

- **GENETIC ALGORITHM**: The work of the GA is to search for good rules in the space of all rules. It takes rules and energy values of schedules as inputs, and based on these energy values it selects elite rules and applies mutation and crossover functions to the rest of the rules and produces a better generation of rules. For the next iteration, these elite rules and the rules generated by GA are used to populate the current set of rules. Section III-B4 explains the further details of our GA.

- **ANALYZER**: The output of the CA module, i.e., the set of $s \times r$ schedules, is taken as input by the ANALYZER, and for each schedule the energy is calculated, and schedules are sorted by their energy values. The best $s$ schedules are given to the CA module for the next iteration, and the best $r$ rules are given to the genetic algorithm. Also, the best schedule ($\sigma^*$) is taken as output from this block when the stopping criterion for the GA is reached.

2) Algorithm: Notation used in Algorithm 1:

- $s$ is the total number of initial schedules;
- $r$ is the total number of initial rules;
- $\sigma_m$ is the $m$th schedule;
- $\rho_n$ is the $n$th schedule;
- $\xi()$ is the energy function for schedules;
- $\xi(\sigma_m)$ is the energy consumed by the $m$th schedule;
- $\nu$ is the current generation;
- $g$ is maximum number of generations;
- $\omega_{m,n}$ is a schedule got after applying CA to the $n$th schedule with the $m$th rule;
- $\sigma^*$ is the schedule with minimum energy;

![Fig. 3. Schematic for the CA + GA scheduling method.](attachment:image.png)
Algorithm 1: The CA+GA Algorithm

input: Initial schedules \((\sigma_m, \rho_n)\), rules \((\rho_n)\)
output: Best schedule \((\sigma^*)\)

\(\rho_n \leftarrow \rho_n, 1 \leq n \leq r;\)
\(\sigma_m \leftarrow \sigma_m, 1 \leq m \leq s;\)
\(\xi(\sigma_m) \leftarrow 0;\)
\(\text{heapsort}(\xi(\sigma_m));\)
\(\xi(\sigma_q) \leftarrow \min(\xi(\sigma_m));\)
\(\sigma^* \leftarrow \sigma_q;\)
\(\nu \leftarrow 1;\)

for \(n = 1\) to \(r\) do
  for \(m = 1\) to \(s\) do
    \(s_{m,n} \leftarrow \text{CA}(\rho_n, \sigma_m);\)
    \(\xi(\sigma_{m,n})\)
  end

end

\(\text{heapsort}(\xi(\sigma_{m,n}));\)
\(\sigma_m \leftarrow s_{m,n}, 1 \leq m \leq s;\)
if \((\nu = g) || (\min(\xi(s_{m,n})) \text{ has not decreased \(d\)}\)
  consecutive times) then
  \(\text{heapsort}(\xi(\sigma_m));\)
  \(\xi(\sigma^*) \leftarrow \min(\xi(\sigma_m));\)
  if \(\xi(\sigma^*) < \xi(\sigma^*)\) then
    \(\sigma^* \leftarrow \sigma^*;\)
  end

else
  \(\theta_n \leftarrow \text{GA}(\rho_n);\)
  \(\nu \leftarrow \nu + 1;\)
  \(\rho_n \leftarrow \theta_n, 1 \leq n \leq r;\)
  goto step 6;
end

- \(\theta_n\) is the updated rule after applying GA to rule \(\rho_n\);
- Algorithm 1 indicates the CA + GA algorithm, and may be read in correlation with our architecture described previously.

3) Cellular Automaton Module: The architecture of the CA used in the proposed method is linear and irregular, which means that the neighborhood of a cell need not necessarily consist of the geometric neighbors of the cell. This creates the scope to choose neighbors that are more relevant according to the program graph. Our proposed method uses a neighborhood of size 4, which includes two parents (nodes in a program graph) and two children (nodes in a program graph) of the task. If a node \(i\) has more than two parents (respectively, children) then 2 parents (respectively, children) are selected from all available parents of the node. If a node has less than 2 parents (respectively, children) then dummy nodes are assigned to it as neighbors. The process of assigning nodes as neighbors is explained next.

1) Two dummy parent nodes with state – 1 are assigned to the entry nodes (i.e., nodes with no parent node).
2) Two dummy children nodes with state – 1 are assigned to the exit nodes (i.e., nodes with no child node).
3) If a node has only one parent then a dummy parent node is added with the same state as the non-dummy parent node.
4) If a node has only one parent then a dummy child node is added with the same state as the non-dummy child node.
5) If a node \(i\) has more than two parents (respectively, children) then the two parents (respectively, children) connected with highest edge weights \((l(j, i))\) to the node \(i\) are selected as the parents (respectively, children).

We choose the parents (respectively, the children) with highest edge weights in the CA neighborhood, since these edges affect the objective function more than others. Once the scheduling problem is mapped to the CA domain, we proceed to find good schedules. Such good schedules are given by the evolved state of the automaton, which is obtained by applying elite rules to good initial schedules. Since both the rules and the schedules are crucial, we search for both of these. We have designed a procedure in which we keep improving the state of the CA as well as the rules simultaneously to find the near-optimum schedule. We use a GA to search for the good rules. The process is explained next.

4) Genetic Algorithm for Rule Selection: We use a GA to search for good rules and in the process of doing so we also find the near-optimal schedule for our scheduling problem. The application of GAs to finding CA rules was first discussed by Das et al. [52]. As the aim is to search for good CA update rules, they are treated as individuals, creatures, or phenotypes in our GA setting. The fitness of a rule is given by the energy efficiency of the schedules obtained by applying the rule to some initial states of automata. Since rules can be represented as number strings, the reproduction is carried out by mutation and crossover of these strings.

The parents for mutation and crossover are chosen on the basis of average energies of the rules in the current generation. A rule is more likely to be chosen as a parent if its rank (in terms of lesser energy consumption) is better than others. The mutation rule uses a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and a variance which reduces over generations. The crossover is also random in the sense that it arbitrarily chooses the portions from first and second parents.

Next, we explain the heuristic-based approach to energy-aware scheduling.

C. Efficiency-Based Allocation Heuristic (EAH)

The two methods we have until now are search algorithms. Search algorithms just try to find the best possible solution in a given solution space. The other types of algorithms generally used for scheduling are heuristic-based algorithms. Such algorithms have some heuristic at their core. The heuristic proceeds towards locally optimal results and it is hoped that with the combinations of locally optimal decisions, a globally optimal or at least a good result can be obtained. Heuristic-based algorithms are very fast and have steady performances, but generally reach some subpar solution. Search-based algorithms are slower but do not guarantee a good solution every time they are executed. Their success can only be measured statistically.

The first-in–first-out (FIFO) heuristic is used for scheduling in many single-machine as well as multi-machine systems. We extend the same idea by also incorporating knowledge of differing power requirements of different machines. As soon as a task is ready to be executed, we check which machines have an empty input queue. From the set of free machines, we choose the one with lowest working power, and we assign the task to that machine. If no machine is free, then we assign the task to the machine with least working power.
We now present the simulation experiments and their results which substantiate the usefulness of our proposed methods.

IV. RESULTS

A number of simulations with standard program graphs have been conducted. These graphs are tree15, g18, gauss18, and g40 which are also used extensively in the literature (see, e.g., [38]).

Our algorithms as well as the simulation setup allow for any number of machines, which can have different working state power consumptions and idle state power consumptions, to be used in the simulated systems. However, most existing scheduling algorithms consider fewer than 8-machine systems. The standard graphs which we have used are tested with 8-machine or smaller systems in previous published work. Hence, for illustrative purposes, we have shown results for 2-, 4-, and 8-machine systems, to make it easier to compare our algorithms with others. Similar results also obtain with other numbers of machines.

As has been previously discussed, prior state-of-the-art scheduling algorithms compute good schedules for minimizing makespan rather than energy. Though our algorithms are energy-aware and work to reduce the energy rather than time, if we take the working power and idle power as identical then they provide the minimum makespan schedules as well. Hence, for the sake of comparison with other systems, we have also calculated the schedules for makespan as well.

In the simulations reported in this section for the CA + GA algorithm (Algorithm 1), we assume that the cellular automaton works asynchronously [38]. This means at a given instant of time, only one cell updates its state. So, a single step of the CA, i.e., a rule to be applied once on all cells, takes on the order of the number of tasks to be completed. In the simulation, for learning the rules we fixed the population size of the GA at 20 and the maximum number of generations at 100. These tuning parameters are kept the same for all approaches presented.

For the GA scheduling algorithm also, the GA parameters remain the same.

The schedules obtained from the CA + GA and GA algorithms just tell us which task will be performed on which machine, but not the sequence of task execution. We have used a FIFO approach for scheduling of tasks assigned to the same machine, i.e., the task which reaches the machine earlier is executed first.

In the following section, we first explain the different program graphs which we have used. We then analyze different aspects of our proposed methods based on the simulation results. After this we present the comparison of our methods with one another and also with other published methods. In the end, we discuss trade-offs and indicate the advantages of our proposed algorithms based on experiments.

A. Program Graphs

We have used four standard program graphs for simulation experiments: tree15, g18, gauss18, and g40. Tree15 is a binary tree with 15 nodes. All the working costs and communication costs in this program graph are the same, and can be taken to be unity. The program graph for graph tree15 is shown in Fig. 4.

The program graph g18 is displayed in Fig. 5. It has 18 tasks with different computation costs as shown, and the communication cost for all links equal unity.

Fig. 6 displays the program graph g40 which is also considered in simulation. This is a directed acyclic graph which has 40 nodes. The computation and communication costs of tasks are equal to 4 and 1, respectively.

Fig. 7 displays the program graph gauss18. This is a directed acyclic graph with 18 nodes. The computation and communication costs of tasks are as indicated in the figure.

B. System Analysis: Effects of Varying $k$ and $C$

In this section, we present our analyses of our experiments in which we have simulated the program graphs on different
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Fig. 7. Program graph gauss18.

Fig. 8. Comparison of energy values with different idle times for 2, 4, and 8 number of machines for program graph tree15.

Fig. 9. Comparison of energy values with different idle times for 2, 4, and 8 number of machines for program graph g40.

Fig. 10. The effect of varying $k$ on energy consumption for graph g40.

system graphs. These system graphs have different numbers of machines ($N_c = 2, 4, 8$) and different idle power to working power ratios ($k = 0, 0.1, 0.5, 1$). The energy and makespan values shown in this section are the best ones we have got from our energy-aware algorithms. The focus of the analyses is how $k$ and $N_c$ are related irrespective of the scheduling algorithm used. The comparison of energy values with different values of $k$ for 2, 4, and 8 machines for program graphs tree15 and g40 is shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively.

We see that with an increase in the number of machines, the energy required also increases if tasks are less—because in that case most of the machines remain idle and the idle power consumption contributes to increase in the total energy $E$, though the makespan time is decreased because tasks are executed in parallel on different machines.

The effect of any increase in idle power consumption of machines on the net system energy consumption is pretty straightforward. As the idle power consumption of machines increases, the energy consumption of the system increases nearly linearly for any system with a larger number of machines than called for by the parallelism of the program graph. Fig. 10 shows the variation in energy consumption with variation in $k$ for a 4-machine system on g40 graph.

Thus, we see that as the number of machines increases, the idle power specification plays an important role in deciding the energy consumption of the schedule.

C. Comparative Performance of Algorithms

As there is relatively less literature on energy-aware scheduling per se, we first compare our scheduling algorithms with other algorithms which optimize on makespan. As previously noted, the energy-aware scheduling becomes makespan scheduling if all machines have the same power specification.

Using a 2-machine system, we show the best makespan calculated by our proposed as well as other algorithms, along with the time taken to calculate the schedules in Table III; similar relations are seen for other numbers of machines as well. Each entry in this table has two elements separated by a comma. The first element indicates the makespan time and the second represents the scheduling overhead time of the algorithm in seconds.

We used an Intel i5 processor computer for these simulations. In Tables III–V, EAH refers to the Efficiency-Based Allocation Heuristic explained in Section III-C. In the same table, GA refers to the GA-based energy-aware scheduling algorithm explained in Section III-A. The Greedy-Min algorithm is a standard algorithm [46] which tries to finish the jobs which can be finished sooner (i.e., it first executes the jobs with lower node weights), while honoring the program graph dependencies. In the Greedy-Max algorithm [46] the preference is to finish those jobs first which take longer times to finish (i.e., the jobs with higher node weights are the first to be executed) while adhering to the program graph dependencies.

Clearly, the CA + GA algorithm gives the best results for makespan scheduling. We have not mentioned the results of other state-of-the-art algorithms in Table III since the makespan...
values provided by them are the best possible for these graphs, and we have also got the same makespans. This indicates that our algorithms perform as well as other good published algorithms even for makespan scheduling.

Tables IV and V show comparisons of the energy requirements of all the algorithms considered, with Table IV being for a 4-machine system, and Table V for an 8-machine system.

As suggested by the relative dearth of learning algorithms in the field of scheduling, it is not straightforward to apply learning algorithms to scheduling. Learning algorithms can learn to derive good schedules; but such learning, and the schedules obtained, are very specific to particular program graphs. It is generally better to store the good schedules for each program graph rather than trying to learn them, so learning scheduling is generally not a good option. With CA + GA we do not learn schedules, but use the GA to learn CA rules that generate good schedules. These CA rules are specific to the system graph, but not to the program graph (the same rules can be used to generate schedules for different program graphs on a given system); i.e., they can in a sense capture the properties of the system graph.

Among our proposed algorithms, CA + GA and Plain GA are search algorithms, hence can give different outputs on different runs, while EAH (like the published Greedy-Min and Greedy-Max) is a heuristic-based algorithm which gives the same output each time. The output of search algorithms is often better than heuristic-based algorithms—simple heuristics are not good enough to find the best schedules, as they mostly come to some significantly suboptimal results. Hence, search algorithms are necessary to find better results. Clearly, as can be seen in the results, the Plain GA algorithm is as good as the CA + GA algorithm, and it is much faster. But there are certain advantages of the CA + GA algorithm over others.

**• Better Convergence:** In our experiments we have seen that CA + GA gives very good results much more frequently than the Plain GA.

**• Fixed Search Space:** The search space of the CA + GA algorithm only depends on the number of machines and the size of the neighborhood of the CA. On the contrary, the search space of GA is exponential on the number of nodes of the program graph. The bigger the search space, the lower the probability of reaching close to the global optimum.

**• Learning:** The biggest motivation behind using CA is its ability to learn the characteristics of the system graph. A rule learned for one program graph on a given system can be applied successfully to other program graphs on the same system.

We conducted experiments which support this claim of learning ability of CA. We obtained a CA rule learned for a given system and program graph, which we then applied on random schedules of other program graphs to get the evolved schedules. We noted that the evolved schedules were on an average much better than the initial random schedules. The percentage improvement for all the graphs is reported in Table VI. The percentage improvement is calculated as

$$\text{impr} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{I} E_i(\text{initial}) - E_i(\text{evolved})}{E_i(\text{initial})} \times 100.$$  (10)

Here, $I$ is the number of initial random schedules which we have taken as 200 in our experiments. The first column of Table VI indicates the program graph on which the rule
was learned. Each row records the percentage improvement in the schedule computed using a rule learned with the program graph mentioned in the first column of that row, over the initial (random) schedule. We consider a 4-machine system with power consumptions 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively, with $k$ taken as 0.2.

As noted previously, a CA rule learned with a program graph can be gainfully applied to another program graph. For instance, we see from Table VI that the rule learned using program graph g18, when applied to program graph gauss18, gives a 50.55% improvement.

The learning capability of CA indicates that the algorithm using $\text{CA} + \text{GA}$ is not just a random global search for better rules, but constitutes searching in a reasonable manner. Hence the $\text{CA} + \text{GA}$ algorithm has the power of learning which helps it converge to better solutions, while remaining a search algorithm, which helps it to avoid getting stuck in locally good results.

Hence, all the proposed algorithms have certain advantages over others, and we may sum up our recommendations based upon their properties.

- **EAH**: It is a very simple and fast algorithm and needs little memory and computational power compared with other approaches. It is to be preferred if getting the best possible schedule is not a high priority but the schedule is to be calculated fast (or at runtime), or if the system calculating the schedule has limited processing power.

- **Plain GA**: It is a fast search algorithm. It is to be preferred if sufficient processing power is available and good schedules, though not necessarily the best ones, are to be calculated quickly.

- **CA + GA**: It gives the best schedules, and is to be preferred if the scheduling overhead can be overlooked (as in industrial settings) in order to obtain schedules that are likely to be the best obtainable.

Consequently, a user or designer can choose from any of the proposed algorithms based on the requirements. We find the $\text{CA} + \text{GA}$ algorithm to give the best schedules amongst the proposed algorithms. The next section presents some more insights in the $\text{CA} + \text{GA}$ algorithm using some simulation data.

### D. Insights Into the $\text{CA} + \text{GA}$ Algorithm

The proposed $\text{CA} + \text{GA}$ algorithm is quite complex. Looking at some graphs giving simulation results can help us understand more about the algorithm. We have analyzed the change in the fitness function for GA across different generations. The fitness function of a rule is the average of energies of the output schedules which are evolved using that rule. The plot for graph tree15 is shown in Fig. 11, which show the best, worst and mean values of the fitness function (energy function) of different rules across the generations. Similar graphs for g18 and g40 are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. In case of g18 and g40, the mean values of fitness function are decreasing with generations, which shows that better rules have been found as the generations are progressing.

On the contrary, in Fig. 11, it is seen that the minimum values of fitness function are better in earlier generations rather than later ones. This can be explained from the fact that the input schedules on which the rules are tested are different in different generations, hence, even if the elite rules of previous generations are carried forward to later generations, their fitness values may have increased. Though this gives us an indication that we might not be improving upon the rules over generations, it does not adversely affect the final result. The reason is that we store the best schedules from across generations and give the one with lowest energy as the output schedule, regardless of the generation in which that schedule was evolved. In the above mentioned simulation results, we have chosen the value of $k$ to be 0.1, which means that the idle power of the machines is taken as 0.1 times their working power.

### V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented three algorithms for energy-aware scheduling of tasks on a system with multiple,
non-identical machines that have non-zero idle power requirements. Our approach is quite generic, in the sense that it can be used to model and analyze many systems in various domains. Its main strength lies in the facts that it can deal with systems with various numbers of machines, and that it generates a schedule which is according to the power specifications of the machines in that system. All three algorithms give results comparable to or better than present state-of-the-art methods.

The cellular-automata-based algorithm which we call CA + GA is seen to be the best of the three proposed algorithms though it has the maximum scheduling overhead. Generally, the computational complexity for a scheduling algorithm (including the Plain GA and EAH) grows geometrically with the number of tasks, but this is not the case with the CA + GA. GAs are known to be useful in finding good CA rules. The CA + GA method not only finds good rules over the generations of GA, but also finds good schedules across generations. The method has been tested by simulation experiments on various program graphs with different system graphs. The results show that the presented approach is effectively fast and gives good solutions. The EAH and Plain GA scheduling algorithms are very quick, and in certain cases these two algorithms can be preferred over the CA + GA.

The scope of providing different power specifications for different machines opens up many possibilities. It allows us to derive varying schedules for different systems of machines with non-identical power requirements. This in turn allows for the evaluation of different system specifications given a program graph specification, and also allows for consideration of trade-offs between time and energy—it is not unreasonable to expect that in many systems, scheduling would be for minimizing the energy rather than for makespan, or else, that some combination of constraints on both makespan and energy would enter the picture in the choice of a schedule.

There are enormous numbers of applications which await good energy-aware scheduling algorithms. Many of them are also time-bound. The calculation of time-bound energy-aware schedules can be seen as a possible next step. Of course, in addition to time and energy, we may look ahead to develop a framework which can accommodate any constraint over the system.

With the availability of different power sources at different prices, it is desirable that a system be not just energy-aware but also cost-aware. It is relatively straightforward to extend our present work to a cost-aware setting with the inclusion of cost factors.

Thus, there is a lot of scope for further enhancement and hence for moving forward with our approach. The proposed methods open up very promising possibilities in developing generalized but sophisticated energy-aware scheduling applications that address important real-world concerns.
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